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1. The Hit, d.d. company (hereinafter Organiser) holds in all its premises featuring 
the Privilege club a promotional activity called “My Privilege Cruise”.  

2. The activity takes place from 15 November to 31 December. The draw will be 
taking place on 3 January 2024.  

3. All members of the Privilege club can take part in this promotion. 
4. In order to take part in the final draw, all the guests who are already registered 

in the MyPrivilege portal must log in at least three times on three different days 
(dates) during the promotion. 

5. The guests, who are not yet registered in the MyPrivilege portal, can register 
and take part in the promotional activity after having met the conditions set in 
paragraph 4.  The registration to the MyPrivilege portal is valid as first login. 

6. The prizes to be awarded are:  

a.  1st prize: Mediterranean Cruise for 2 persons 
b.  2nd and 3rd prize:  playable-only € 40   
c.  4th and 5th prize:  playable-only € 20   

 
7. The draw will be taking place on Wednesday, 3 January, at noon.  The prizes 

are available for collection by 31 January 2024. The draw is performed 
based on a random computer selection from the list of participants in the prize 
draw. Five winners will be drawn, who will be awarded the prizes ranging from 
5th to 1st.  The winners will receive a notice through the My Privilege App and/or 
e-mail or SMS saying that they have won. The same e-mail or phone number 

will be used as the one used to apply for the Privilege club membership. The 
results of the prize game will be final.   

8. The cruise will be redeemable until 31 December 2024, i.e. one year after 
the prize has been awarded. The winner must let us know within two months 
after having won, which cruise he has opted for. By then he must also book the 
trip.  The choice is from a series of Mediterranean cruises.  The winner shall 

bear the costs of transport to the port and back, the port fees and other costs 
linked to the journey to and from the port.  

9. The cruise is for two persons (the winner and 1 (one) guest) staying in the 
Inside cabin. A set of entertainment activities and the main restaurants are free 
of charge.   

10. The general cancellation polity is in line with the current NCL cancellation 
schedule.  The guests who cancel their reservation are not entitled to a 

substitute cruise, even if they have cancelled within the cancellation period.    
11. The playable-only prizes cannot be redeemed against cash.  
12. The prizes are not transferable.  
13. The rules are binding for all participants in the promotion, all employees and 

other persons, who are in any way associated with this promotion and the 
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issuing of prizes, as well as for all participants who acknowledge these rules 
and undertake to observe them. 

14. HIT d.d. employees and other persons, who are in any way associated with the 
promotion, are not allowed to participate. 

15. In accordance with statutory provisions in force in the Republic of Slovenia 
regarding the levying of duties (prepayment of income taxes) a recipient of a 
prize won in a draw that is not a game of chance must submit the prescribed 
personal data, whereas Slovenian citizens must also submit their tax ID 
number.   

16. Eventual balancing payments of personal income tax in compliance with annual 
decision on personal income tax assessment are charged to the prize recipient. 

Any disputes linked to this promotion shall be settled by the organizer. 
17. After the draw the winners will receive a notice confirming that the prize they 

have won is actually available.  
18. The Organiser undertakes not to disclose the data acquired during the 

promotion to third persons and to use them exclusively for marketing purposes.  
19. The rules are valid as of 15 November 2023.  

20. The Management reserves the right to change the rules without prior notice. 
Its decisions are final. 

21. Shall any participant try to abuse of these rules or participate in the promotion 
through unauthorized interference, he/she will be disqualified and marked as 
ineligible to any prize to be won in this promotion.  

22. The promotion is in accordance with all laws in force in the Republic of Slovenia.  
23. Any disputes linked to this promotion shall be settled by the Organiser. The 

decisions taken by the Organiser during the promotion are final. 
24. Hit d.d. Nova Gorica does not acknowledge any provider of out-of-court 

consumer dispute settlement to have jurisdiction in a consumer dispute, raised 
by a private user in accordance with the Out-of-Court Resolution of Consumer 
Disputes Act.  Other data related to out-of-court consumer dispute settlement 

shall be published by Hit d.d. Nova Gorica on its web site www.hit.si. 
 

The Casino 
Management  
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